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On the morning of November 14, 1972, the Honorable Benny Atencio, Chairman of the All Indian Pueblo Council, testified concerning the civil rights situation of Pueblo Indians before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Atencio was “hopeful that someone, somewhere will begin to believe the seriousness of these problems that we as Indians are facing.” Atencio spoke of his people’s poverty and the discrimination suffered on Pueblo reservations. His testimony illustrated Thomas J. Sugrue’s argument that “geography is destiny. Access to goods and resources—public services, education, and jobs—depends upon place of residence. In modern America, where you live determines to a great extent the quality of your schools, your roads, your access to employment, and how you pay for these benefits in the form of taxes.” At mid-century, 357,000 American Indians lived in the United States, with two-thirds living on reservations and geographically unable to participate in the post–World War II economic boom. The remaining third lived in cities, with some seeing prosperity but most suffering frustrations similar to those of other minorities that migrated to cities in the 1940s. As Charles Wilkinson has argued, Native Americans “were mired in the worst economic and social conditions of any group in America.” Few reservations boasted unemployment rates below 40 percent, and some reached as high as 90 percent.

The decade following the war saw an awakening of many Americans to the plight of Native Americans and other racial minorities. Organizations like the National Congress of American Indians worked to strengthen the civil and treaty rights of Native Americans, while African Americans demanded
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equal protection of the law and their rights as citizens. The federal government began to demonstrate a commitment to eliminating discrimination and guaranteeing the rights of Americans. In 1957, Congress established the United States Commission on Civil Rights to investigate the condition of civil rights in the nation. Historian Foster Rhea Dulles, in his book *The Civil Rights Commission*, has documented the activities and influence of the Commission from its founding through 1965.\(^6\) Legal scholars Jocelyn C. Frye, Robert S. Gerber, Robert H. Pees, and Arthur W. Richardson analyzed the politics surrounding the Commission through Ronald Reagan’s 1980s conservative reforms.\(^7\) While the contribution of these scholars is invaluable, the Commission’s work with non-black groups, particularly Native Americans, remains poorly understood. Beginning in 1961, the Commission published a series of reports documenting the civil rights situation of American Indians, culminating in 1981 with *Indian Tribes: A Continuing Quest for Survival*.\(^8\) After providing historical and explanatory background on Native American rights issues, Indian and black activism, and the Commission’s founding, this paper will analyze the Commission’s reports on Native American civil rights. The analysis will concentrate on the changing nature of the reports’ representations of American Indian issues. I argue that from 1961 to 1981 the Commission came to see the problems of Native Americans on their own terms (as opposed to simply in relation to the black civil rights movement) and that, as a result of this process, the Commission’s outlook and position shifted from a position that primarily defended traditional civil rights categories (such as voting and housing) to a more expansive one that also defended Indian treaty rights.

This paper employs various terms and concepts that may be unfamiliar to some readers. I discuss the Black/White Binary, a concept that is deeply rooted in American law and culture. The Binary categorizes all racial groups as either white or black, and thereby marginalizes the historical identities of Latinos, American Indians, and others with unique histories. An extension of the Binary is the Black Analogy, which compares non-black groups that have historically suffered oppression with African Americans. The Analogy has proven useful in winning civil rights gains for non-black groups. For example, it could be argued that Latinos in the Southwest have suffered segregation *like blacks*, and therefore should have the same protections as African Americans. Like the Binary, the Analogy by implication subsumes the histories of non-black groups within African American histories. I also examine frameworks used by the Commission to narrate Native American histories. The Commission initially relied upon semi-Turnerian historical concepts (derived from the writings of Frederick Jackson Turner) to portray the white settlement of the frontier as inevitable and justified, while its later reports challenged the white supremacy of semi-Turnerian ideologies. Understanding how the reports constructed the past provides important insights into how the Commission understood American Indian identities in the present. In addition, I discuss liberal and conservative ideologies in a civil rights context. I define liberal ideology as accepting and defending not only traditional civil rights categories such as voting and equal access to hous-
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ing, but also rights not available to other citizens, such as treaty rights. I define conservative ideology as accepting and defending only those rights enjoyed by all citizens.

Treaty Rights, Civil Rights, and Native American Activism

The Commission argued in its 1961 report, “The American Indian,” that American Indians are “citizen[s] with a difference,” referring to Native Americans’ tripartite legal status as U.S. citizens, tribal members, and federal wards. This anomalous status confers special rights to members of Indian tribes not granted to other citizens, including limited tribal sovereignty, land rights, cash annuities, health services, and fishing rights. These communal rights derive from 367 treaties between the U.S. government and various Indian tribes. Although the Commission spoke matter-of-factly of the special status of these treaties, their validity, along with the rights they bestow, have been challenged at various times during American history. Many 19th-century Anglo-Americans saw these treaties as reinforcing tribal identities and thus as impediments to assimilation. Congress ended the practice of treaty making in 1871; however, the treaties made prior to that year remained technically in force. Although officially still on the books, Francis Prucha argues that from the 1870s through the 1960s the federal government largely ignored treaties in formulating policies.

Like treaties, Indian citizenship is marked by a history of contestation. The Supreme Court in 1831 defined Indian tribes as “domestic dependent nations,” externally subject to and dependent upon the United States but internally sovereign. Opponents of Indian citizenship argued that as members of foreign nations, Native Americans were not subject to U.S. law and therefore could not be American citizens. Following the Civil War, humanitarian reformers argued that subjecting Indians to the law would Americanize them, arguing that “the way to fit men for citizenship is to make them citizens.” Others believed that granting Native Americans citizenship without preparation to accept its obligations would hinder rather than aid progress. The reformers saw Native Americans as analogous to freed yet civilly unprepared slaves when granted citizenship by the 14th Amendment. During the 1880s, Congress broke up reservations into allotments for individual Indian families. This policy granted tribal members citizenship upon accepting an allotment, while awarding individual Indians citizenship upon severing tribal ties, abandoning the reservation, and adopting white customs. In 1919, Congress granted Native American veterans of World War I citizenship without affecting his or her tribal membership or
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12 Ibid., 289–310.
13 However, Native American tribes and the government continued to acknowledge treaties in a limited fashion during litigations in the Court of Claims, the Indian Claims Commission, and the Supreme Court (see Prucha, *American Indian Treaties*, 361–408).
15 Ibid., 682.
16 *Report of the Board of Indian Commissioners*, 1885, p. 17, as quoted in Ibid., 685.
17 The Allotment Act excluded the Five Civilized Tribes, the Osages, Miamis, Peorias, and Sac and Foxes in the Indian Territory, the Seneca Indians of New York, and Sioux lands in Nebraska. For other tribes, it would be administered over the next few decades. Prucha, *The Great Father*, 686, 898.
Prucha estimates that by the 1920s two thirds of American Indians gained citizenship. In 1924, the Indian Citizenship Act made all Indians born within the United States citizens.\footnote{Ibid., 772.}

Granting citizenship was therefore a principal strategy by which reformers hoped to Americanize Native Americans, a process that the reformers thought would eventually allow Indians to be self-sufficient and no longer reliant on the government for aid. In the 1940s, congressmen such as Arthur Watkins (R-UT) argued that the paternalism of the Bureau of Indian Affairs was hindering the process of Americanization. Influenced by conservative ideologies, Watkins argued that BIA paternalism was communism and that Native Americans needed to be “freed” from their official governmental relationship. Watkins designed an “Indian Freedom Program,” better known as “termination,” that would officially terminate the government’s treaty obligations to Native Americans while giving severance payments to tribes. Although in theory termination was intended to be voluntary, requiring tribal consent and sufficient evidence that the tribe was self-sufficient, Congress terminated some tribes in the 1950s without receiving either. Increased poverty and deprivation resulted, as many Indians, suddenly “free,” found themselves woefully unprepared for that freedom.\footnote{Ibid., 793.}

Native Americans also faced discrimination and civil rights violations. Although Congress granted Indians full citizenship in 1924, the act only guaranteed federal protections for citizenship. Western states such as Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah denied Indians the franchise, arguing that as federal wards, Indians could not be state citizens. These states also denied social security benefits to Native American citizens on similar grounds. Many neighborhoods used racially motivated restrictive covenants that prohibited Native Americans from living in “all-white” communities.\footnote{Edmunds, Hoxie, and Salisbury, The People, 406.} In addition, officials in midwestern and western states unlawfully abrogated treaties that guaranteed tribes the right to fish in lakes and rivers by transferring these privileges to private businesses. Police in these states arrested and jailed Native Americans for exercising their rights.\footnote{See Charles Wilkinson, Messages from Frank’s Landing: A Story of Salmon, Treaties, and the Indian Way (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2000), Fay Cohen, Treaties on Trial (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1986), and Jeffrey R. Dudas, The Cultivation of Resentment: Treaty Rights and the New Right (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2008).}

American Indians a history of oppression, such as a replica of the Mayflower; Mount Rushmore; the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Washington, DC, and Wounded Knee, South Dakota, the site of the last major Indian massacre in 1890. These occupations sought to obtain government concessions and garner public sympathy, and received mixed results.26

The Civil Rights Movement and the Establishment of the Commission

Clearly, the Native American rights movement had its own dynamics, but it is helpful to understand it in connection with the African American struggle for equality. Following World War II, black activists employed various strategies to end racial discrimination. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People lobbied government officials and legally challenged segregation, culminating in the landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision Brown v. Board of Education in 1954.27 The court held that the separate but equal doctrine was inherently unequal and therefore unconstitutional.28 Aside from lobbying and legal challenges, black activists employed boycotts, sit-ins, Freedom Rides, and marches to direct attention to discrimination in schools, housing, public accommodations, transportation, and voting rights. These protests garnered national attention and convinced federal officials that new legislation and executive action was necessary to eliminate racial discrimination.29

Despite opposition from conservatives, liberals in both political parties pushed a successful civil rights agenda in Congress, largely due to the impact of domestic racial discrimination on American relations with Latin American and African countries. With the United States’ emergence as a world leader during and after World War II, policymakers argued that the nation’s image abroad depended on curtailing discrimination against Mexican Americans in the Southwest and African Americans in the South.30 The Cold War also provided a strong context for civil rights. As American leaders sought to demonstrate the superiority of democracy to the Third World, Soviet propagandists pointed to examples of American racism, discrimination, and oppression. As legal scholar Mary Dudziak has argued, “[E]fforts to promote civil rights within the United States were consistent with and important to the more central U.S. mission of fighting world communism. The need to address international criticism gave the federal government an incentive to promote social change at home.”31 Federal officials used this argument successfully from the 1940s through the 1970s to convince moderates and some conservatives to support civil rights initiatives.32

Most civil rights progress during the 1940s came from executive orders that were not in danger of congressional filibusters or other conservative roadblocks. Franklin D. Roosevelt used Executive Order 8802 to establish the Fair Employment Practices Committee that “proclaimed a broad new policy of nondiscrimination by race, creed, color, or national origin in federal employment and defense contracts.”33 Harry Truman desegregated the armed forces in the late 1940s.34 Perhaps most germane to the later establishment of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights was Truman’s Executive Order 9808, which created the President’s Committee on Civil Rights. Truman believed that the federal government had “the duty to act when state or local authorities abridge or fail to protect” civil rights and enjoined the Committee to offer recommendations regarding future legislation “for the protection of the civil rights of the people of the United States.”35

Although the Committee’s final report concentrated on the difficulties of African Americans, the Committee remarkably did not treat the “American dilemma” of race relations as simply a black/white phenomenon, which was typical at the time.36 Rather, the Committee also included examples of discrimination against Jews, Latinos, Native Americans, and Asian Americans.37 The Committee recommended that the civil rights sections in the Justice Department and the FBI be strengthened, that lynching and poll taxes be outlawed, that the military and Washington, DC, be desegregated, and that discrimination be eliminated in employment, education, housing, health care, and public accommodations.38 In addition, the Committee recommended that Congress establish a permanent Commission on Civil Rights to conduct a “continuous appraisal of the status of civil rights, and the efficiency of the machinery with which we hope to improve that status.”39 The Committee also suggested that the proposed Commission “should also investigate and make recommendations with respect to special civil rights problems, such as the status of Indians and their relationship to the federal government.”40

Although the Truman Committee recommended in 1947 that Congress create a permanent civil rights commission, a decade would pass before the Commission’s founding. Resistance from Southern conservatives to the desegregation mandated by Brown convinced Dwight D. Eisenhower that assertive action was needed to enforce federal court decisions and protect civil liberties. Eisenhower called on Congress to create a commission to investigate allegations that whites denied blacks the franchise. Supporters of the commission not only included Republican and Democratic liberals, such as Lyndon B. Johnson, but also some western conservatives like Arizona Senator Barry Goldwater. These advocates argued that a commission was necessary to document of the status of civil liberties and to recommend areas of improvement. Southern conservative Democrats vehemently opposed the commission, arguing it was yet another example of federal

37 To Secure These Rights, 14–16. See also Skrentny, The Minority Rights Revolution, 91–92.
38 To Secure These Rights, 151–73.
39 Ibid., 154.
40 Ibid. The Committee also recommended that Arizona and New Mexico cease to deny suffrage to Native Americans (To Secure These Rights, 161).
intervention into state affairs and that it was nothing more than a “roving election year Gestapo.” South Carolina Senator Strom Thurmond staged a record-setting filibuster of 24 hours and 18 minutes, but ultimately Congress established the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights with the Civil Rights Act of 1957, the first civil rights legislation since Reconstruction.41

The 1957 act empowered the President to appoint six commissioners, three from each side of the political aisle. The Commission theoretically was independent from both the Executive and Legislative branches. Congress enabled the Commission to conduct hearings and to investigate complaints regarding discrimination as well as subpoena recalcitrant witnesses. In addition, the Commission could establish state advisory committees for local investigations. The Commission however lacked power to take punitive actions against alleged discriminators. It was therefore empowered primarily to be a fact-finding agency. Specifically, the act directed the Commission to investigate charges of voting discrimination based on color, race, religion, or national origin, examine legal developments that deny equal protection under the law, and analyze federal statutes and regulations that promote or abet discrimination. After conducting its investigations, the Commission was to publish its findings and provide recommendations to the President and the Congress.42

Acting under the authority of the 1957 act, Eisenhower chose academics and former governors as the first six Commissioners, three from each political party. The first Commission included one ardent segregationist, former Virginia Governor John S. Battle. Despite its divided ideological composition, the Commission had a tremendous impact on the historic Civil Rights Acts of 1960, 1964, and 1965, which targeted discrimination against blacks in the South. The Commission recommended in 1959 that the federal government appoint special voting registrars in areas with apparent discrimination. The 1960 act partially accepted this recommendation by appointing voting referees, but the appointments were subject to civil suits, rather than under the direction of the Commission.43 The 1964 act partially accepted the Commission’s recommendations that required all registration tests be administered in writing and establishing a sixth-grade education as the standard for literacy tests, but again Congress held that such provisions could only be settled by suits instituted by the Attorney General, rather than by federal registrars. The act also followed the Commission’s recommendation that federal funds be withheld from any state or local institution that practiced discrimination. The 1965 act finally enacted the Commission’s full recommendation for appointing federal registrars in counties found to have literacy tests and/or counties where less than half of voters were registered. Additionally, the act accepted the Commission’s recommendation to impose sanctions against individuals who interfered with voting rights, its recommendation to appoint federal poll watchers, and its recommendation to allow the Attorney General to institute suits to determine the constitutionality of poll taxes.44

41 See Dulles, The Civil Rights Commission, 1–15. The act also created the Civil Rights Division (upgraded from the Civil Rights Section) in the Justice Department and a special assistant attorney general for civil rights.
42 Ibid., 2, 15.
43 Ibid., 21, 96–97, 220.
44 Ibid., 96–97, 220, and 243–45.
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights and Native Americans, 1961–1981

In 1959, the Commission issued its first report, based on hearings held in various Southern states as well as New York, Chicago, and Washington, DC.\(^45\) At this early date the Commission saw America’s race dilemma primarily through the Black/White Binary. The report’s historical section narrated American history within a framework that emphasized slavery and Jim Crow, thereby subsuming and marginalizing the distinctive histories of Latinos, Native Americans, and other racial minorities.\(^46\) The Commission was clear in its belief that “[t]he principle [sic] racial group affected [by exclusion] is, of course, the Negro.”\(^47\) Despite this limited paradigm, there were some indications that the Commission was willing, like the earlier Truman Civil Rights Committee, to include brief comments on non-black groups. Within the 668-page report were scattered references to Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, American Indians, Jews, and “Oriental Americans.”\(^48\) The report also indicated that the Commission had conducted “[a] preliminary study [that] looked into the civil rights problems of Indians,” but did not explain why Native Americans were singled out as a non-black group for special attention.\(^49\)

In preparation for its second report, the Commission held hearings not only in the South and North, but also in the West. In January 1960, the Commission held hearings in Los Angeles and San Francisco to gain a broader view of the nation’s racial problems. The Commission heard testimony concerning the civil rights situations of blacks, Latinos, and Asians, as well as one witness who discussed discrimination against California’s Indian tribes.\(^50\) This testimony convinced the Commission “that Indians in that State were deprived of their rights because of race. On the basis of that testimony, the Commission initiated an inquiry to determine how serious and extensive the alleged deprivations were for all Indians.”\(^51\) This inquiry included interviews with tribal delegations, conferences with experts on Indian issues, and consultations with state advisory committees, stating that “evidence obtained from the activities described above show sufficiently widespread denials of civil rights to warrant concern and fuller inquiry.”\(^52\) By the early 1960s, the Commission therefore took initial steps to transcend the Black/White Binary with these special investigations of Native American civil rights issues.
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\(\text{\textsuperscript{52}}\) Ibid., 135.
This special investigation was published as part of the Commission’s 1961 report under the title of “The American Indian.” It was divided into three chapters. The first chapter introduced the unique history of Native Americans in the United States. The second chapter discussed the special legal status of Indians, America’s “citizen[s] with a difference,” referring to their statuses as members of sovereign tribes, American citizens, and federal wards. The final chapter described Native Americans as a racial minority in the United States and analyzed allegations of traditional civil rights discrimination in voting, education, the administration of justice, housing, employment, and public accommodations. Native Americans suffered discrimination in these areas; however, given the investigation’s limited nature, the Commission declined to give specific recommendations to the President or Congress, instead calling for future study. Additionally, it is noteworthy that the Commission did not expand its jurisdiction beyond traditional civil rights categories to include analyses of violations of treaty rights.

“The American Indian” provided a narrative of Native American history that was shaped by Frederick Turner’s interpretation of American history, one that assumed and accepted the inevitability of white expansion across the continent.

Recent historians have heavily criticized Turner’s framework as racist and for denying agency to Native Americans. While it would be unfair to criticize the Commission for not anticipating future trends in historical narration, it is important to note the discursive underpinnings of the conceptual frameworks it used to assign historical identities to groups. In addition to adopting this semi-Turnerian language, the 1961 report also referred to Native Americans as “the Red man,” usually in contradistinction to “the White man.” Such language, aside from its overt racialization, also employed gendered implications that obscured the fact that Native women experienced civil rights violations differently than men. “The American Indian” also relied heavily on the Black Analogy.
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53 Ibid., 115–60. The entire 1961 report contained five volumes, each devoted to a separate civil rights category. “The American Indian” was included at the end of volume five, Justice, although the Indian report dealt with broader issues than simply the administration of justice.
55 Ibid., 155–60.
56 Ibid., 115, 124, 158.
For example, "The American Indian" reported that "on the basis of preliminary reports and interviews, it appears that Indians suffer extensive denials in both areas [housing and employment] analogous to those confronting Negroes and other minority groups." In this sense, while "The American Indian" transcended the Black/White Binary, it continued to rely on the Black Analogy in discussing the civil rights problems of American Indians.

"The American Indian" was the Commission’s most significant publication on Native Americans during the 1960s. Native American activist Paschal Sherman quoted the report approvingly in a letter sent to Congress, in which he argued against the extension of state laws to reservations. Sherman quoted from the report’s discussion of the administration of justice to augment his argument that states lacked sufficient funding to provide adequate police protection on reservations. However, the report seems to have had negligible impact on the debates leading to the most significant Native American civil rights legislation of the decade, the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968. There is no indication that the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, which prepared the legislation, used the Commission’s report. This lack of impact was perhaps due to the appearance of two other major reports on Native Americans in 1961. A 1963 Subcommittee report indicated that they relied on “A Program for Indian Citizens,” by the Commission on the Rights, Liberties, and Responsibilities of the American Indian, and “Report on Indian Affairs,” by the Secretary of the Interior’s special task force. As these reports covered some of the same ground as “The American Indian,” perhaps the Commission’s report was overshadowed by the other two.

In his 1969 landmark *Custer Died for Your Sins: An Indian Manifesto*, Native American activist and scholar Vine Deloria, Jr., argued that the Commission did very little for American Indians during the 1960s. Deloria included his discussion of the Commission in a longer analysis of the relationship between Native Americans and the African American civil rights movement. He argued that the black movement had succeeded in defining America’s “Race Relations” as a black issue. “By defining the problem as one of race and making race refer solely to blacks, Indians were systematically excluded from consideration.” With civil rights being defined through the Black/White Binary, Deloria con-
cluded that government agencies were inconsistent in their classifications of American Indians. Some “agencies generally adopted a semi-black orientation. Sometimes Indians were treated as if they were blacks and other times not.” In this context, Deloria argued that “[t]he Civil Rights Commission … always gave only lip service to Indians until it was necessary for them to write an annual report. At that time they always sought out some means of including Indians as a group with which they had worked the previous fiscal year.” Whether Deloria was aware of “The American Indian” is unclear, but his description certainly fits the Commission’s overall approach to Indian issues during the decade. According to a 1972 New York Times article, “The suggestion at a staff meeting in 1967 that the United States Commission on Civil Rights look into the problem of American Indians was met with derision.” Given the context of Deloria’s comment, clearly he believed the Commission failed to adequately transcend the Black/White Binary and separate Indian issues from black issues. Just a few years following Deloria’s indictment of the Commission for ignoring American Indian issues, the Commission commenced a series of investigations and hearings into the civil rights situation of Native Americans. Native American activism in the late 1960s and early 1970s provided a context for the decision. In November 1972, the Commission held hearings in New Mexico and Arizona to hear complaints concerning civil rights violations in five areas: employment, education, health care, the administration of justice, and water rights. The New York Times reported that the New Mexico hearing, held on November 14, occurred “a few days after hundreds of Indians ended their takeover of the headquarters of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Washington,” which happened from November 3 to 9, 1972. The article indicated that “[s]everal Indian witnesses chided the fact-finding independent Federal agency for neglecting the Indian while concentrating on blacks and Spanish-speaking [sic].” Like Deloria, these witnesses were apparently unaware of “The American Indian,” but the complaints reflected the Commission’s post-1961 priorities. In 1968 the Commission held hearings in San Antonio, Texas, to investigate the civil rights issues of Mexican Americans. The hearings resulted in the first of several reports on Latinos, Stranger in One’s Land, lending credence to the witnesses’ argument that the Commission prioritized Hispanics over Native Americans. The Times article also quoted Apache Hubert Velarde as saying that “[p]erhaps if we had had an opportunity such as this in the past to air our grievances, the unfortunate events which took place in Washington earlier this month involving some of our Indian brothers could have been avoided.” At least for Velarde, the Commission represented a voice that could perhaps belatedly make a difference in the struggle for Native American rights and thereby avoid future confrontations.

67 Ibid., 169.
68 Ibid.
A year following the New Mexico and Arizona hearings, the Commission released *The Southwest Indian Report*, summarizing and analyzing the hearings. The report found the unemployment level unacceptable, criticizing the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Indian Health Service, the Post Office, and private businesses located near reservations. The Commission concluded that the failure to hire Indians not only violated federal quota mandates for governmental hiring, but also was a result of “widely held stereotypes of Indian workers. This stereotyping, which is not unlike that applied with a broad brush to other minority groups, is coupled with an almost total insensitivity to Indian culture, religion, tradition, and language.”75 In terms of education, the report heavily criticized the primarily white reservation school administrators for not incorporating Indian viewpoints in decision-making processes, leaving parents and other tribal members essentially powerless in the education of Indian children.76 The Commission concluded that the poor quality of health care on reservations was due to the lack of funding for the Indian Health Service, but in addition argued that the Service’s staff lacked understanding of Indian cultures, which contributed to the problem. For the administration of justice, the report argued that police brutality existed on reservations and that the federal government, including the FBI, did not do enough to investigate major crimes. Lastly, the Commission concluded that the federal government failed in its duties as trustee to Indian tribes, in particular in the protection of water rights in the arid West.77 According to a *New York Times* article, the report concluded that the plight of American Indians was “the worst in the nation” among minorities.78 The report concluded with several recommendations for Congress and the various government agencies charged with conducting Indian affairs on reservations.79

*The Southwest Indian Report*, unlike the 1961 report on American Indians, did not rely on the Black Analogy. Aside from a few vague references like “American Indians suffer much of the economic, social, and cultural damage that afflicts other minority Americans,” the report did not situate Native Americans within a wider American race dilemma.80 However, *The Southwest Indian Report* challenged the semi-Turnerian framework used in the 1961 report.

Traditional history texts of 19th-century and early 20th-century America celebrate the heroism of white settlers in the development of the continent and the subduing of “hostile” Indian populations. . . . Little is reflected, in texts or monuments, of the cultures and histories of the diverse peoples commonly known as American Indians. Less is mentioned of the suffering that Indians have endured and continue to endure. Only recently has a more accurate account of official brutality, displacement, and neglect become recognized and grudgingly acknowledged.81

The Commission’s decision to not only analyze traditional civil rights issues like education and employment but also treaty rights violations like water rights suggests that the Commission by the early 1970s had adopted a fairly liberal interpretation of its purview. This ideological shift
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76 Ibid., 63–83.
78 “Robert S. Rankin Dies at 76; Member of U.S. Rights Panel,” *New York Times*, June 8, 1976, 35.
80 Ibid., 1.
81 Ibid.
was likely caused by the fact that by the mid-1960s, the Commissioners, regardless of party affiliation, were primarily academics with liberal views on civil rights.\(^{82}\)

As a follow-up to *The Southwest Indian Report*, the Commission turned its attention to the Navajo reservation, which covers parts of Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico. In October 1973, the Commission conducted a three-day hearing at Window Rock, Arizona, capital of the Navajo Nation.\(^{83}\) Initially scheduled for mid-September, the hearing was postponed because “conflicts between ‘establishment’ Navajo leaders, and younger, more militant Indian factions had threatened to disrupt the hearings,” according to the *New York Times*. The article unfortunately provided no further details concerning this contention, leaving for future research to provide a clearer understanding of this generational conflict.\(^{84}\) The hearing was held primarily to evaluate the effects of the new federal policy of “self-determination,” implemented by the Nixon administration to replace the previous policy of termination. “In the context of life on America’s largest Indian reservation, that policy [that is, self-determination] refers to the development of the tribe’s human and natural resources in terms of what the Navajo people want and need in order ‘to live lives that are meaningful and full according to the tenets of the Navajo culture.’”\(^{85}\)

In short, self-determination meant that although the federal government would maintain its treaty obligations to Indian tribes, the tribes themselves would theoretically have an improved ability to direct reservation developmental programs in conjunction with the Bureau of Indian Affairs and other federal agencies.\(^{86}\)

In 1975, the Commission published its summary of the hearings in *The Navajo Nation: An American Colony*. The report concentrated on three areas identified as problematic to self-determination: economic development, education, and health care. For economic development, the Commission concluded that high unemployment levels (at 65 percent in 1971) resulted from the Indian Bureau’s failure to fulfill its legal mandate to prefer Navajos in hiring as well as the bureaucratic difficulties experienced by Indians in getting loans for businesses. In terms of education, the Commission determined that the poor suc-
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\(^{82}\) Foster Rhea Dulles, for example, noted the resignation of the segregationist Battle, and the appointment of Robert S. Rankin, “a Democrat and a Southerner, [be] theoretically maintained the existing balance within the Commission, but he was far more of a moderate than the avowedly segregationist Battle, and accentuated the shift of the Commission as a whole to an increasing commitment to the civil rights cause (Dulles, *The Civil Rights Commission*, 85).”


cess of reservation schools was due to a failure to incorporate bilingual and bicultural curriculum into the classroom setting, a lack of Navajo teachers and administrators in the school system, and the inability of Indian parents to participate in their children’s education. As for healthcare, the Indian Health Service failed to provide adequate health care on the reservation, resulting in the deaths of newborns in some cases, primarily as a result of budget restraints. The report offered several recommendations to federal, state, and local governments and agencies. The report’s health care recommendations later contributed to the passage of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act in 1976.

Like the 1972 report, *The Navajo Nation* did not use the Black Analogy to situate Indian civil rights problems within a wider context, preferring instead to rely on economic, rather than racial, comparisons to other minority groups. “We believe this neglected segment of the American populace already has suffered too long from the burdens attendant to its deplorable status as ‘the poorest of America’s poor.’” The 1975 report included a brief history of the Navajo people that decried the white takeover of Indian lands, concluding that “[t]he period between the American takeover and the Civil War can be characterized as one of chaos and treachery, of broken promises, hostile actions, and atrocities by Anglo renegades, soldiers, and settlers on one hand, and of savage revenge by Navajo raiders on the other.” Unlike the 1972 report, *The Navajo Nation* did not explore the implications of racism among Indian Bureau, Indian Health Service, or other federal agency administrators or point to racism as a factor in Indian poverty. However, like *The Southwest Indian Tribes*, the 1975 report expanded beyond traditional categories of civil rights violations to include violations of “entitlements” derived from treaty rights, again reflecting a liberal discourse that accepted different treatment under the law for different groups.

If the 1950s and 1960s proved to be the golden age for the African American civil rights movement, then the 1970s produced similar results for American Indian efforts to obtain equal protection for their rights. And just as black gains provoked massive white resistance in the South, gains by American Indians preceded a white backlash in the West. Westerners drew upon conservative civil rights language to protest what they saw as reverse discrimination in disputes over fishing rights in the Pacific Northwest, Indian land claims in the East, and lawlessness on reservations in the Dakotas. Believing that this backlash threatened Indian civil and treaty rights, the Commission conducted extensive hearings in Washington, DC; Rapid City, South Dakota; and Seattle, Washington in the late 1970s.

The results of these hearings were published in 1981 as *Indian Tribes: A Continuing Quest for Survival*. The introductory chapters overviewed federal Indian policy and law, Indian civil rights gains in the
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90 Ibid., 12–17.
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1970s, the western white backlash, and the relationship between the 14th Amendment’s equal protection clause and American Indian treaty rights. There followed three detailed case studies of controversies surrounding fishing rights in the Northwest, land claims in the East, and the administration of justice on Indian reservations. The first crisis involved the 1974 *United States v. Washington* (or *Boldt*) decision, which held that treaties guaranteed Native Americans could claim 50 percent of the annual salmon harvest. Anglo American fishers argued that the decision discriminated against them because of their race and was therefore unconstitutional. The second controversy involved several eastern Indian tribes that claimed that their lands were illegally taken from them during the 19th century. When it became apparent that the claims had some merit, whites living on the claimed lands responded by protesting and opposing the efforts of the Indians to reclaim the land. The third controversy resulted from the rise in violence on reservations in North and South Dakota, in particular the Pine Ridge Lakota Sioux Reservation in the latter state, and confusion following the American Indian Movement’s 1973 occupation of Wounded Knee. Whites living on or near these reservations formed citizens’ committees to protect themselves. The report analyzed these cases, the federal response to them, and their implications on American Indian civil and treaty rights, offering several recommendations to Federal and State governments for improving these situations.

Unlike the 1961 report 20 years earlier, *Indian Tribes* did not rely on the Black Analogy to situate the plight of Native Americans. Rather, the report emphasized the *dissimilarities* between American Indians and other oppressed groups in the nation.

---

A basic and essential factor concerning American Indians is that the development of civil rights issues for them is in reverse order from other minorities in this country. Politically, other minorities started with nothing and attempted to obtain a voice in the existing economic and political structure. Indians started with everything and have gradually lost much of what they had to an advancing alien civilization. Other minorities have had no separate governmental institutions. Their goal primarily has been and continues to be to make the existing system involve them and work for them. Indian tribes have always been separate political entities interested in maintaining their own institutions and beliefs. Their goal has been to prevent the dismantling of their own systems. So while other minorities have sought integration into the larger society, much of Indian society is motivated to retain its political and cultural separateness.96

*Indian Tribes* contained a complex analysis of white racism and its import in defining the American Indian experience. The authors of the report also used a liberal framework to discuss the merits of the arguments of the white opponents of Indian civil rights, concluding that one particular conservative argument “simply misses or avoids the point,” and that conservative use of “civil rights vocabulary” to defend their interests “was misapplied.”97 Further evidence of a leftward shift in the Commission’s makeup and worldview is that the 1981 report concentrated its primary analysis on threats to treaty, not civil, rights, something the authors of the 1961 report deemed outside of the Commission’s purview.

**Conclusion**

The Commission’s liberalism, however, was short-lived. In November 1981, President Ronald Reagan fired the Commission’s Chairman, Arthur S. Flemming, for criticizing the administration’s antibusing position.98 In his place, Reagan appointed Clarence M. Pendleton, a conservative African American, who would largely shift the Commission’s ideological position over the next decade.99 According to the *New York Times*, although the Commission had lost some of its clout by 1981, “who is dismissed and who is appointed has symbolic importance because it is the only agency left in the Federal Government that has held consistently to the concept of minority rights that pervaded the Federal establishment in the 1960’s.”100 Although the Commission survived Reagan’s conservative reforms, in the opinion of political scientist Donald W. Jackson, the conservative turn rendered the contemporary Commission “toothless.”101

---

Tribes therefore came at the end of an era for the federal government’s most prominent civil rights agency.

That era was characterized by Commission’s active promotion of black civil rights. As Foster Rhea Dulles demonstrated in *The Civil Rights Commission*, the Commission proved to be a potent force in the debates leading to the historic Civil Rights Acts of 1960, 1964, and 1965. Likewise, legal scholars Jocelyn C. Frye, Robert S. Gerber, Robert H. Pees, and Arthur W. Richardson illustrated in “The Rise and Fall of the United States Commission on Civil Rights” that the Commission had an important impact not only in the 1960s, but also in the 1970s during the debates over busing, affirmative action, the Equal Rights Amendment, and equal rights for the elderly and homosexuals. However, both of these works concentrated on the Commission’s interactions with the black struggle for civil rights, largely ignoring the Commission’s interactions with Latinos, Native Americans, and other racial minorities. This paper has sought to compensate for this scholarly lacuna by examining the Commission’s reports on Native Americans from 1961 to 1981.

The evidence examined here suggests that although the Commission initially framed the civil rights struggles of Native Americans through the Black/White Binary, the Commission eventually abandoned this conceptual framework in favor of illuminating the unique position of American Indians in America. The first report, published in 1959, concentrated primarily on African Americans and their history of oppression, while providing scattered references to Native Americans and other minorities. In 1961, the Commission published “The American Indian,” which narrated the unique history of American Indians, but simultaneously employed the Black Analogy to signal that the Indian experience was to be understood in conjunction with African American history. The report was the sole significant statement by the Commission during the decade, which brought criticism from American Indian activists. In the early 1970s, however, the Commission dedicated considerable resources to the study of Native American issues. The reports published during the decade ceased relying on the Black/White Binary and the Black Analogy, illustrating the Commission’s commitment to understanding the Native American civil rights situation on its own terms. The Commission also abandoned semi-Turnerian and gendered conceptual frameworks and images, present in the 1961 report but absent in later publications.

The Commission’s Native American reports also reveal a liberal shift over time in terms of the Commission’s understanding of its jurisdiction over treaty rights. “The American Indian” concentrated primarily on traditional civil rights categories such as voting, housing, employment, education, among others, and specifically stated that treaty rights were outside of the Commission’s jurisdiction. However, the reports published in the 1970s took a more liberal stance on the Commission’s purview, including not only advocating affirmative action and bilingual education for Native Americans, but also the protection of water rights, all of which are guaranteed under treaty rights. Furthermore, the 1981 *Indian Tribes* included detailed case studies of white backlash against Indian gains in treaty rights. The report went so far as to criticize conservative appropriations of civil rights language and defending the fact that Indians have claim to rights not available to other Americans.

Lastly, this study has also shown that Congress paid attention to the Commission’s recommendations concerning Native Americans. While the Commission did not have the same impact on
American Indian legislation as it did on African American legislation, congresspersons nonetheless relied on the Native American reports in formulating and assessing health care and salmon enhancement legislation. Additional research is needed to identify further examples of the Commission’s impact, but there are intriguing hints that it was widespread. *Indian Tribes* indicated that the Department of Justice relied on some of the Commission’s reports for its investigations of Indian civil rights complaints. Unfortunately, *Indian Tribes* does not provide further details.

There is also evidence that the Commission’s staff provided data that led to the American Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, which ensured that Indian orphans would be placed in Native American, rather than white, households. Finally, in a much broader sense, the Commission’s reports, in particular *Indian Tribes*, has had a wide impact through its inclusion on syllabi for university courses on race and discrimination. But perhaps the most significant import of the Commission’s reports on Native Americans, especially those produced in the 1970s, was their documentation and illumination of the special and unique civil rights history of American Indians, the nation’s “citizen[s] with a difference.”


---